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The acquisition of possessive
HAVE-clauses by Turkish and
Moroccan learners of Dutch*
INEKE VAN DE CRAATS
ROELAND VAN HOUT
University of Nijmegen
NORBERT CORVER
Utrecht University
This study describes how Turkish and Moroccan adults acquire Dutch possessive clauses in which the verb have
expresses the possessive relationship. The acquisition process is explained within the framework of recent generative
theory in which have-clauses are assumed to be copular locative constructions. In this theory, predicate inversion of the
locative PP and incorporation of the locative P0 into a be-copula are the main characteristics of a possessive have-clause.
Assuming that all linguistic knowledge of the L1 is present, L2 learners rely on it from the earliest stages, irrespective of
whether this L1 knowledge is parameter-related or not. The results con®rm such a ``conservation'' viewpoint, which
accounts for how the possessive relationship is expressed in the earliest stages and why these learners have their language-
speci®c dif®culties in discovering the target have-construction. The results corroborate the conservation effect of both
parametrized linguistic knowledge, viz., the strong features triggering predicate inversion, and non-parametrized
knowledge, viz., knowledge of syntax, morphology and morphological realization rules, and properties of lexical items.
Introduction
The possessive verb have is not a common feature of
the languages of the world. Romance and Germanic
languages like French, English and Dutch typically
express clausal possession by means of a verb like
have. Such a verb is lacking in many other languages,
e.g., Russian, Turkish and Semitic languages like
(Moroccan) Arabic. In these languages, possession is
typically expressed by means of a copular be-con-
struction showing some locative expression (a PP)
denoting the possessor. In this light, it is interesting
to describe how speakers of possessive be-construc-
tions acquire possessive have-constructions, the
more so because it is not simply a question of
vocabulary learning but of morpho-syntax. More-
over, the domain of possession is more or less a terra
incognita in second language research literature.1 In
this paper, we describe step by step how four Turkish
and four Moroccan adults acquire the Dutch posses-
sive have-clause, which is new for them. The descrip-
tion of that acquisition process is the ®rst objective of
this paper.
The second objective is to explain the acquisition
process. For this purpose, recent insights from
linguistic theory will be used in which both clausal
construction types, be- and have-constructions,
derive from the same underlying construction, a
locative copular sentence2 (e.g. of Lyons, 1968;
Clark, 1978; in a generative framework: Freeze, 1992;
Kayne, 1993; Den Dikken, 1994; Moro, 1997). The
basic idea is that the be-copular construction is the
origin of the have-clause. Two movements, namely,
(i) inversion of the locative PP predicate with the
subject (the theme of the locative clause) and (ii)
incorporation of the locative preposition P0 into the
be-copula, transform the be-clause into a have-
clause. These two properties de®ne the core differ-
ences in possessive clause constructions between the
source and the target languages involved (see Table 1
below, p. 156). However, the parameter values trig-
gering predicate inversion and movement of P0 differ
minimally and are of minor importance to charac-
terize the differences between the three languages (see
Table 1). Turkish displays predicate inversion and
incorporation, and is similar to Dutch in those
respects. It differs, however, in the position where the
possessor is base generated, visible to the language
user by a genitive case marker. Moroccan Arabic
differs from Dutch by the fact that incorporation of a
preposition P0 into a copular form is not allowed.
Moroccan Arabic has found two language-speci®c
solutions for raising the possessor anyhow: (i) head-
to-head movement of P0 in the present tense and (ii)
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predicate inversion of the PP including the P0 in the
past tense. The learners' task consists of discovering
these facts and applying the new knowledge to the
new language.
The third objective of this study is to contribute to
the ongoing debate on the L2-initial state (cf.
Eubank, 1996; Schwartz and Sprouse, 1996; Vainikka
and Young-Scholten, 1996). It tackles the question as
to whether the L1 morpho-syntactic, but non-
parameter-related knowledge is taken as the starting
point by L2 learners. If that is the case, the acquisi-
tion process must provide evidence for the genitive
marking of the possessor in have-clauses (for
Turkish learners) and for non-incorporation of the
locative preposition (for Moroccan learners).
In this paper, the view is taken in the description
and analysis of the acquisition process, that the
steady state of the L1 grammar constitutes the
starting point of the L2 acquisition process. This
amounts to both the Full Transfer/Full Access
hypothesis (Schwartz and Sprouse, 1996) and the
Conservation Hypothesis (Van de Craats, Corver
and Van Hout, 2000). The latter, however, explicitly
states that the learners' output cannot show all L1
properties because of a strongly limited L2 vocabu-
lary. With the developing vocabulary, (more) L1
properties related to free and bound functional mor-
phemes become gradually manifest, as we will see in
the learners' data where, initially, copular forms and
genitive case markers are not found. In the Full
Transfer/Full Access hypothesis, absence of such
elements can only be explained by full transfer. Such
an explanation can be used for the absence of a be-
copula in the case of Moroccan Arabic, or, to some
extent, also for the optional realization of the be-
copula in Turkish, but not for the absence of a
genitive marker, because realization of a genitive
marker is obligatory in Turkish.
The Conservation Hypothesis states that the fol-
lowing (relevant) aspects of linguistic knowledge are
conserved at the L2-initial state:
. syntactic knowledge, e.g., parameter settings
(strength values, headedness);
. knowledge of morphology and morphological
realization rules (e.g., realization of genitive
case);
. knowledge of lexical items: formal features (e.g.,
categorial values) and semantic-conceptual
values;
. pragmatic knowledge of information-related
grammatical encodings (e.g., the encoding of
topic and focus).
As we will see later in the learners' data, morpho-
logical realization rules and formal features of lexical
items especially are relevant for the expression of the
have-clause. In the next section, for instance, it will
be argued that incorporation of a locative preposition
into a be-copula can be represented as the spell-out
of the formal features: P + tense + agreement = has
(heeft in Dutch). The lexical item equivalent of has in
Moroccan Arabic is the locative preposition Eend
with the categorial feature [7N,7V]. Conservation
of formal features (but not of the phonological
matrix Eend) in L2 Dutch, would imply that there is
a stage where L2 learners have not yet found an
equivalent of the L1 phonological matrix to map on
the formal features of the L1. That is to say that they
map the formal feature bundle on an empty (ù)
phonological matrix. This suggests that, at a later
moment, Moroccan learners may map the Dutch
phonological matrix heeft on the L1 formal features
[7N,7V]. It is evident that conservation of formal
features does not play a role when the features of a
lexical item are identical in both languages, e.g., for a
lexical item like car. It is of crucial importance,
however, when formal features differ, as is the case
for the possessive verb have (see the section on the
acquisition of possessive have-clauses by the
Moroccan learners).
In the minimalist approach adopted here, a lexical
item including the case morphology or in¯ectional
ending is taken from the lexicon (i.e., numeration) as
a unit (cf. Chomsky, 1995). Functional heads do not
dominate in¯ectional morphology, but dominate
bundles of features. The morphology associated with
lexical heads has to be checked by abstract features
dominated by functional heads. The genitive case
feature, for instance, can be checked off by a genitive
case-assigning feature within the same functional
projection. If one takes this viewpoint, bound morph-
ology is no longer a trigger for movement to a
position higher in the syntactic tree. Morphology can
be acquired independently of movement and sepa-
rately from its syntactic position. This approach
provides an adequate explanation for early learner
varieties in which bound and free morphemes are
systematically absent despite of the fact that the
items to which they are connected ®gure in a position
to which they are raised (in an L1-based grammar).
The minimalist approach adopted assigns a more
essential role to vocabulary in L2 acquisition than
other approaches on the L2-initial state (Eubank,
1996; Schwartz and Sprouse, 1996; Vainikka and
Young-Scholten, 1996). It is through the vocabulary
that syntax becomes manifest, both in the L2 learn-
ers' output and in the way learners have access to the
L2 environmental input. Adult L2 learners seem to
distil from the L2 input (i) what is perceptually
salient, (ii) what is meaningful and (iii) what is
148 Ineke van de Craats, Roeland van Hout and Norbert Corver
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pragmatically relevant. These factors determine
which lexical elements are understood ®rst and, sub-
sequently, are produced ®rst. Accordingly, three
levels (we call them ``states'') of vocabulary develop-
ment can be discerned in the utterances of L2 learners
(cf. Tables 3 and 5):
. a content word state (CWS)
. a functional word state (FWS), divided into:
± a free functional morpheme state (FFS) in
which free functional morphemes emerge,
e.g., the locative preposition in the data of
Moroccan learners;
± a bound functional morpheme state (BFS) in
which bound morphemes emerge, e.g., the
spell-out of various formal features as a have-
copula.
In this way, two developmental lines will be distin-
guished in the description of the acquisition of have-
clauses:
. a lexical development in morphological realiza-
tion states: CWS, FFS and BFS
. a grammatical development in stages:
± an initial stage in which learners' data are
based on L1 syntax and L1 settings of para-
meters, termed the ``conservation'' stage;
± a restructuring stage (data based on a syn-
tactic change or a parameter resetting);
± a target state (data based on L2 grammar).
The proposed stages are determined by the parameter
settings. These are L1 parameter settings as long as
there is no evidence that an L2 learner has changed a
speci®c parameter. Changes in parameter settings can
only be observed through the surface data ± the
learners' L2 expressions ± but the underlying system
is, of course, established independently of the data.3
As the fully ¯edged grammar of the L1 is assumed
to be the starting point of the L2 acquisition process,
the next section discusses the basic syntactic proper-
ties of possessive have-clauses in Turkish and Mor-
occan Arabic as source languages and in Dutch as
target language. Subsequently, information is pro-
vided on the data collection and the subjects. It
provides also an overview of the number of have-
realizations and zero markers we found. The next
section focuses on the variants of the Turkish learners
and shows the order of emergence. It starts with a
basic, descriptive overview of have-clause variants as
they occur in the data. Next, an analysis of all
relevant variants is presented. The presentation and
discussion of the Moroccan data is set up in the same
way. In the last section, general conclusions are
drawn with regard to the continuation of the L1
system and the restructuring process.
The grammar of possessive HAVE-clauses
The main purpose of this section is to provide a
structural analysis of the possessive have-clause for
each of the two source languages and for the target
language. The claim that possessive clauses are basic-
ally locative copular constructions (e.g., Lyons, 1968;
Clark, 1978) is worked out, more particularly, that
have and its Dutch equivalent hebben are copulas.
The basic idea is that a possessive have-clause is an
inverted locative sentence in which the possessor is
moved to a sentence-initial position after incorpora-
tion of a locative preposition into the be-copula. This
idea goes back to observations on French by Benve-
niste (1966). Following Freeze (1992), Kayne (1993),
and particularly Moro (1997) this phenomenon is
explained as a case of predicate inversion. Moro's
theory of copular constructions is illustrated by
examples from Dutch, Moroccan Arabic and
Turkish.
Predicate inversion in locative copular constructions
Many languages have sentence pairs like the Russian
examples in (1) and (2) in which the positions of the
thematic arguments, theme and locative, alternate.
The ®rst sentence is a locative clause, the second an
existential clause.
(1) kniga (theme) byla no stole (locative)
book-nom was-cop.f.3sg on table-loc
``the book was on the table''
(2) na stole (locative) byla kniga (theme)
on table-loc was-cop.f.3sg book-nom.f
``there was a book on the table''
A possessive sentence like (3) parallels the con-
struction in (2): the possessor, which occurs in a
locative phrase (u menja ``at me-gen''), precedes the
copula (cf. Lyons, 1968; Clark, 1978; Freeze, 1992).
(3) u menja (locative) byla kniga (theme)
at me-gen was-cop.f.3sg book-nom.f
``I had a book''
Instead of this locative copular construction,
languages like French, English and Dutch use a
have-construction to express possession at clausal
level. The meaning is the same as in (3). French is
3 As the parametric differences between the languages involved are
of minor importance for this particular case of acquisition (the
parameter settings of Turkish and Dutch do not differ(!); see
Table 1), the division in stages cannot give spectacular results.
That differs from the acquisition of possessive noun phrases,
where parameter resetting plays a much more important role (see
van de Craats et al. 2000).
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special because it has both a construction with avoir
``to have'', like in (4a), and a locative construction,
like in (4b).
(4) a Paul a une moto
``Paul has a motorcycle''
b cette moto est aÁ Paul
this motorcycle is at Paul
``his motorcycle is Paul's''
It is an idea that goes back to Benveniste (1966)
that the sentence in (4a) is the inverted counterpart
of (4b) and that avoir is nothing else but the copula
eÃtre in which the locative preposition aÁ has been
incorporated.
According to Moro (1997) and Den Dikken (1994,
1998), the basis of both sentences in (4) is a small
clause (SC) like (5a). The copula linking the two
elements is the obligatory spell-out of present tense
and 3sg, spelled out as est, as in (5b). In (5c), the
preposition aÁ moves out of the PP and is incorpo-
rated into the be-copula, spelled out as a, in (5c). In
(5d) the PP is moved to Spec,IP.
(5)
a [SC Subject [PP Predicate]]4
b [IP [I' est [SC une moto [PP aÁ Paul]]]]
c [IP [I' est + aÁj (=a) [SC une moto [tj Paul]]]]
d [IP [PP [P ù] Paul]i [I' a [SC une moto ti ]]]
In a standard copular sentence like (6), the ®rst and
the second noun phrase can be inverted
(6) a [DP1 a picture of the wall] was [DP2 the cause
of the riot]
b [DP2 the cause of the riot] was [DP1 a picture of
the wall]
In a standard analysis (e.g. Haegeman, 1994,
p. 600), the ®rst noun phrase is base-generated in
Spec,IP. At ®rst sight, the inverse sentence in (6b) ®ts
in the same structural representation. Yet, those two
sentences behave differently in several respects, e.g.,
with regard to extraction and quanti®cation restric-
tions. Consider the sentences in (7).
(7) a [which riot] j was a picture of the wall [DP2 the
cause of tj ] ?
b *[which wall]j was [DP1 a picture of tj ] the
cause of the riot?
As Moro points out, the two sentences in (7) do
not behave like sentences containing a transitive verb
with a subject and an object. In such sentences,
extractions and quanti®cations (see also Heycock
and Kroch, 1996) are possible from the post-verbal
object, but not from the subject (see, e.g., Haegeman,
1994). The sentence pair in (7) ± which has (6a) as its
basis ± shows that an element can be extracted from
the second (in a position in which objects normally
occur), but not from the ®rst DP (in a position where
subjects normally occur). However, the pair of sen-
tences in (8) ± which has (6b) as its basis ± shows that
extraction from the second DP is also impossible in
(8a).
(8) a * [which wall] j was [ DP2 the cause of the riot]
[DP1 a picture of tj ]?
b * [which riot] j was [DP2 the cause of tj ] [DP1 a
picture of the wall]?
Why is the ``subject-object'' asymmetry absent in
copular sentences like (8)?
The idea is that the underlying structure of a
copular sentence is a verbless clause or Small Clause
(cf. Sportiche, 1981; Stowell, 1983). In example (6a),
for instance, the second noun phrase, [the cause of the
riot], is dominated by a sort of super-projection: the
Small Clause (henceforth SC), which contains both
noun phrases. The ®rst noun phase, [a picture of the
wall], is considered the subject of the SC and the
second noun phrase the predicate. Making use of the
Subject-inside-VP hypothesis (see, among others,
Kitagawa, 1986; Koopman and Sportiche, 1991), the
subject of the SC raises to a higher position in a
functional projection, e.g., Spec,IP. This is exempli-
®ed in (9) for the canonical copular sentence in (6a).
It is proposed (e.g., Hoekstra and Mulder, 1990;
Moro, 1997) that the predicate of the SC (the cause of
the riot) can also be raised to Spec, IP. This deri-
vation is represented in (10) (the structural represen-
tation of (6b)). As the sentence in (9) exhibits the
same subject-object asymmetry as a noncopular sen-
tence, this sentence is considered the canonical
copular sentence; and (10), which does not permit
4 For clarity of explanation, the division of IP into the categories
TP and AgrP is omitted in this and similar examples.
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IP
DP1j I'
I SC
tj DP2
a picture of the riot was the cause of the riot
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extraction from either noun phrase, corresponds to
the inverse sentence.
In inverse copular sentences, the postverbal noun
phrase (DP1) is in the subject position of the SC.
This subject forms an island for extraction (see (8)).
A second characteristic of inverse copular con-
structions is the obligatory realization of a copula.5
As Moro (1990) puts it, ``Predicate Inversion triggers
the obligatory presence of a copular element in con-
texts in which a copula would not be required in the
absence of Predicate Inversion'' (as cited in Den
Dikken, 1998, p. 180). Take the sentence pair in (11),
drawn from Moro (1997), as an example.
(11) a We consider a picture of the wall (to be) the
cause of the riot (straight order)
b We consider the cause of the riot ?(to be) a
picture of the wall (inverted order)
The copula in (11a) can be omitted: consider can
take either a to-in®nitival complement or a common
SC. In (11b), where Predicate Inversion has applied,
the copula is obligatory. For some native speakers,
the absence of the copula in predicate inversion
contexts only yields a mildly deviant sentence. That
is, the contrast between straight order sentences with
a missing copula and inverted order sentences with a
missing copula does not seem to be very strong.
What may be a relevant factor in the strength of the
contrast is the heaviness of the ``inverted subject''.
Compare, for example, the pair of sentences in (11)
with the pair in (12).
(12) a I consider Bill (to be) the cause of the riot
(straight order)
b I consider the cause of the riot *(to be) Bill
(inverted order)
Example (12b), with a missing copula, seems to be
more deviant than example (11b), also with the
copula being absent. Possibly, (11b) involves the
phenomenon of heavy NP-shift. In that case, it is not
the nominal predicate the cause of the riot that has
undergone (leftward) displacement. Rather, heavy
NP-shift has applied to the noun phrase a picture of
the wall. In that case, the heavy subject would have
been moved rightward across the nominal predicate
the cause of the riot. Under a heavy NP-shift analysis
(i.e. rightward movement of the small clause subject),
the presence of a copular element is not triggered. As
shown by the following example, drawn from
Chomsky (1981, p. 70), heavy NP shift can be
applied to small clause subjects:
(13) I would consider _ intelligent [anyone capable
of understanding Godel's completeness proof ]
Importantly, in (12), we ®nd a strong contrast. If
heavy NP-shift had applied in (12b), the inverted
order would always yield an ill-formed output, given
the fact that a non-heavy NP cannot be shifted right-
ward. The well-formedness of the order the cause of
the riot to be Bill suggests that heavy NP-shift is not
involved here. The contrast in (12b) (i.e., acceptable
with to be; unacceptable without to be) must then be
due to the presence versus the absence of predicate
inversion.
In what follows, this theory of Predicate Inversion
is applied to possessive clausal constructions. Sum-
marizing we can state that
. incorporation of a(n abstract) locative element
triggers a different spell-out of the copula.
. predicate inversion makes the copula obligatory.
The possessive HAVE-clause in Dutch
A similar incorporation process to that in French
occurs in Dutch, where the verb hebben ``to have'' is
considered an instantiation of zijn ``to be'' into which
an abstract preposition has been incorporated. This
process results in the inversion of the prepositional
predicate (containing the possessor) and yields a
copula consisting of person and number features, a
tense feature plus a locative preposition spelled out
as a form of hebben.6 The derivation proceeds as
follows. The preposition P moves out of the PP and
is incorporated into the feature bundle in the nearest
functional head dominating the SC, in this case
5 Another property is that Predicate Inversion involves A-move-
ment, unlike movement processes like topicalization and wh-
movement, which are A'-movements.
6 Note that, in this approach, a copula is no longer a lexical
primitive, but an overt realization of functional features in I or
Agr (see Freeze 1992) or the realization of some functional
heads, successively adjoined to each other (see also Den Dikken
1994, 1998)).
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(10) (inverse copular sentence)
IP
DP2i I'
I SC
DP1 ti
a cause of the riot was a picture of the wall
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T. This complex is moved to AGR by a <strong>
head-related feature on AGR. Such movement fully
obeys the Head Movement Constraint (Travis, 1984).
The incorporated P then becomes one of the factors
that determine the phonological form of the copula.
In Dutch, the entire [AGR+ [T+P]] complex is spelled
out in AGR as heeft ``has'' for 3sg. Subsequently, the
PP, in which only the possessor DP has remained, is
raised to Spec,TP, the nearest projection, higher than
SC, and subsequently to Spec,AgrP (attracted by
<strong> Spec-related features on T and AGR. The
derivation of the possessive copular hebben-construc-
tion is given below, in (14). The possessive clause in
(14a) derives from the SC in (14b) and is represented
in (14c).7
The possessive HAVE-clause in Turkish
At ®rst sight, a Turkish possessive clause, like the one
in (15), is not similar to the possessive clauses dis-
cussed before. First, the possessor is marked by a
genitive case and, secondly, the locative character of
the predicate is not manifest.
(15) Hitay-in kitab-I var
Hitay-gen book-3sg present
``Hitay has a book''
The ®rst question that arises is whether the geni-
tive marked possessor Hitay-in is a locative expres-
sion which has inverted with the subject of the SC,
kitab-I. If this were the case, the copular form var
would be the result of the inversion (i.e., the spell-out
of a functional head) as it was the case in Dutch and
French. Such an analysis can be represented as in
(16).
(16) [IP Hitay-inj [SC kitab-I [PP tj ]] var]
Obvious objections to this analysis are that (i) the
``possessive'' suf®x -I (3sg), which refers to a relation-
ship with another noun phrase, cannot be licensed8
and (ii) the copular spell-out var cannot be the
consequence of the inversion of the DP, Hitay-in,
marked by genitive case, because the copular form
var is also found in sentences like (17a) and (17b), in
which the DP marked for genitive case and the
possessive suf®x -I are missing as well. There must be
another reason for the spell-out of the copula var.
The only element that the sentences in (17) have in
common, and that can invert with the subject of the
SC, is a phonetically empty locative pronoun
(loc.pro). This is an abstract element comparable to
the locative that occurs in existential sentences: there
in English and er in Dutch. This element is assumed
to be present in (17a) and (17b). In (17b), the locative
PP ben-de ``at me'' is adjoined to AgrP but it is not
the inverted locative phrase.
(17) a kitap var
book present
``here is a book''
[IP [PP loc. pro]j [SC kitap [PP tj ]] var]
b ben-de kitap var
I-loc book present
``I have a book with me''
[IP ben-de [IP [PP loc. pro]j [SC kitap [PP tj]]
var]]
Consider now the variant in which the genitive
marked possessor occurs together with a locative PP,
e.g., in (18).
(18) [IP ben-de [IP [PP loc.pro]j [SC Hitay-in
I-loc Hitay-gen
kitab-I [PP tj]] var]]
book-3sg present
``I have Hitay's book with me''
7 In (7), we take the embedded clause in order to show the basic
position of the verb in Dutch that is assumed to be SOV under-
lyingly. In (14c), P'see = ``Possessee'' and P'sor = ``Possessor''.
8 An empty pro as the possessor is no alternative because Hitay-in
already expresses the possessor and this would violate the theta
criterion.
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(14)
a . . . dat Paul een motor heeft
``that Paul has a motor bike''
b [SC een motor [PP P Paul]]
c . . . CP (possessive copular construction)
C AgrP
PPi Agr'
TP Agr
t'i T' Agr + [T+P]j
SC T
P'see DP ti [T + Pk]j
Pk P'sor DP
dat Paul een motor heeft
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In (18), the copula is obligatorily spelled out because
a PP has inverted with the subject of the SC. We can
infer from (17a) that the inverted PP is a loc.pro and
not an overt PP, as in (17b). The only difference
between (17b) and (18) is that the possessor of the
book is speci®ed: Hitay-in. The conclusion must be
that the possessor, Hitay-in, is not the inverted
predicate.
It becomes clear how the structure of the standard
possessive clause in Turkish is derived: from an SC
with Hitay-in kitab-I as the subject of the SC and a
loc.pro (i.e., ù) as the predicate (see (19)). The existen-
tial form var is the spell-out of person and number
features (3sg) plus a locative case feature (cf. Freeze,
1992), i.e., [[P+T]+AGR].
(19) [IP [PP loc.pro]j [SC [Hitay-in kitab-I] [PP tj]]
Hitay-gen book-3sg
var]
present
``Hitay has a book''
Yet, the string Hitay-in kitab-I is not necessarily a
single constituent, because clauses in (20) are found,
in which a PP occurs between the possessor and the
possessee.
(20) Hitay-in o banka-da para-sI var
Hitay-gen that bank-loc money-3sg present
``Hitay has money on that bank''
Such possessive clauses point to a syntactic structure
in which the possessor has moved out of the DP to a
higher position than the adjoined locative phrase
o bankada for reasons of topicalization. Here, we
take Spec,CP for that position.9 This analysis is
represented in (21), see below.
We assume that, rather like the above example
with an adverbial PP, the possessor also ``runs away''
from the containing DP in the standard possessive
clause in (15), where the possessor has a topicalized
position at the beginning of the sentence (cf. Korn®lt,
1997, pp. 200±201). This position is characteristic of
the possessive clause in Turkish and yields the posses-
sive reading which corresponds to the English have-
construction (cf. Lewis, 1967, p. 251). The same
derivation is assumed when the possessor is not
represented by a full DP, (21b), but by an empty
pronominal pro, (21c). The possessor DP in a posses-
sive noun phrase can be either a pronominal form,
e.g., o-nun (he/she-gen), or an empty pronominal pro,
if the possessor is not emphasized (see Korn®lt,
9 Analogously to Hungarian (Szabolcsi 1992).
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(21) CP (possessive copular construction inverted)
Spec C'
AgrP C
PPi AgrP
t''i Agr'
TP Agr
t'i T' [[P+T]j + Agr]
SC Tj
DP[P'sor+P'see] PPi [Pk + T]
DP Pk
a Hitayinm o bankada loc.pro [DP tm para-sI] var
b o-nunm Ð loc.pro [DP tm para-sI] var
c prom Ð loc.pro [DP tm para-sI] var
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1997). In order to get a possessive reading of the
clause, this pro moves to the topic position in
Spec,CP. Although the possessive clause in Turkish is
basically locative, the possessor marked by genitive
case is its most salient characteristic.
The possessive HAVE-clause in Moroccan Arabic
Like Russian (cf. (3)), Moroccan Arabic does not
realize a have-variant. Yet, the structure is not a
simple case of predicate inversion since present-day
Moroccan Arabic displays a considerable variation
in the expression of the possessive clause. Consider
®rst the possessive matrix clause in the present tense,
(22a), and the past tense, (22b).
(22) a Matrix clause, present tense
Abder, Eend-u dar kbira
Abder at-him house.f big.f
``Abder has a big house''
b Matrix clause, past tense
Abder, kanet Eend-u dar kbira
Abder cop.past.3sg.f at-him house.f big.f
``Abder had (aspect: used to have) a big
house''
The examples in (22a) and (22b) suggest the same
syntactic structure, viz., the inverted PP Eend-u in
the Spec-position of the nearest functional projection,
higher than the SC. However, the nearest projection
is AgrP for (22a), but TP for (22b). This structural
difference becomes manifest in negated sentences like
(23a) and (23b). The verbal heads in (23a, b) allow
circumposition of the negation ma-sÏ(i), whereas the
non-verbal head in (23c) does not. This ``real'' PP
(with a purely locative meaning) is preceded by the
entire negative complex. So, it can be concluded that
(i) Eend-u in (23a) behaves like a verb, and Eend-na
in (23c) like a PP, and that (ii) the syntactic structure
in (23a) differs from the structure in (23b).
(23) a Negated present tense clause
Abder, ma- Eend-u- sÏ dar
Abder not- at-him- neg.particle house.f
kbira
big.f
``Abder doesn't have a big house''
b Negated past tense clause
Abder, ma- kanet- sÏ
Abder not- cop.3sg.f- neg. particle
Eend-u dar kbira
at-him house.f big.f
``Abder did not have a big house''
c No sentential negation
ma -sÏ Eend-na
not -neg.particle at-us
``not with us, not at our place''
How is this difference explicable? Following the
analysis of negation for Romance languages (e.g.,
Haegeman and Zanuttini, 1991), we assume that, as
ne pas in French, sentential negation in Moroccan
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(24) AgrP (possessive copular construction inverted)
Spec AgrP
Spec Agr'
Agr (NegP)
Agr + [(Neg) + T]n (Spec) (Neg')
(Neg) TP
[Neg + Tk]n PPj T'
P DP P'sor Tk SC
DP P'see tj
a Abder, ù ma- kanet -sÏ Eend- u dar kbira (negated)
b Abder, ù kanet Eend- u dar kbira (non-negated)
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Arabic is expressed by means of a clitic ma- and a
negation particle -sÏ(i). Ma- is a head-like element
(NEG head) which cliticizes to AGR and -sÏ occupies
the speci®er position of the functional projection
NegP, (as is illustrated above in (24)).
In (24a), the past tense copula kanet ``was.f '' raises
by head-to-head movement to the NEG head and is
incorporated into NEG, giving rise to the [NEG+T]
complex ma+kanet. This complex moves to AGR to
form the [AGR+[NEG+T]] complex jumping over
the second part of the negation, -sÏ, which results in a
circumposition of the negation around the verb: ma-
kanet-sÏ. Subsequently, the entire PP predicate Eend-u
inverts with the subject and moves to Spec,TP. In
(24b) the non-negated sentence is represented.
As tense is not expressed in normal copular sen-
tences in Moroccan Arabic, no TP category has to be
projected in the clause of (23a). Therefore, the
complex head (P+clitic, Eend-u) is directly moved to
NEG by head-to-head movement, where it adjoins to
ma-. Finally, the latter complex (ma-Eend-u) is moved
to the AGR head, which results in ma-Eend-u-sÏ in
(23a). This result is not attained by predicate inver-
sion, but by head-to-head movement. See (25a)
below for the representation of this derivation.
Notice that the same head-to-head movement is
not possible when the T head is occupied by the past
tense copular form kanet ``was.f '', which we assume
not to permit adjunction of non-clitic elements. In
the latter case, the full PP predicate Eend-u inverts
with the subject, which results in the negated sentence
of (23b) and (24a, b).
It should be emphasized that the full DP possessor,
Abder, which the clitic -u in (25a, b) refers to, is in a
dislocated position, often separated from the matrix
clause by an audible pause. This is also the case in
embedded sentences even though the full possessor
follows the complementizer belli ``that''. Moroccan
Arabic permits dislocated elements adjoined to AgrP,
which is evidenced by the embedded sentence pair in
(26a, b) in which Malika is the subject. So, Abder
must be in dislocation not only in (26b), but also in
(26a). The syntactic structure is given in (26c).
(26) a kan-Eref belli, Abder, ka-t-Eref -u hetta
I know that Abder know -him even
Malika
Malika
``I know that even Malika knows Abder''
b kan-Eref belli, Abder, hetta Malika
I know that Abder even Malika
ka-t-Eref -u
knows -him
c . . . [CP belli [IP Abder [IP hetta Malika
[I' [ka-t-Eref-u]i [VP ti]]]]]
If the full possessor in dislocation is adjoined to
AgrP in the embedded clause, it can also be adjoined
to AgrP in the matrix clause, though it cannot be
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(25) AgrP (possessive copular construction non-inverted)
Spec AgrP
Spec Agr'
Agr (NegP)
Agr [(Neg)+[P+D]]k (Spec) (Neg')
(Negk) SC
Neg +[P+Dh]j Subject PP
tj DP
th
a Abder, ù ma + Eend + u -sÏ dar kbira (negated)
b Abder, ù Eend + u dar kbira (non-negated)
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excluded that the dislocated possessor is adjoined to
CP. What is more important, is that the possessor +
Eend-clitic behaves like subject + verb, except for a
subject-verb agreement.10
Overview
This theoretical section is closed off by summarizing
in what respects the three languages differ from each
other and in what respects they are similar. On the
basis of the analyses presented in this section, we
present an overview in Table 1. We abstract here
from the position of the head and from V-to-C move-
ment as applied in the well known V2 construction
(see Haegeman, 1994). As both phenomena are not
directly related to the expression of possession in the
clause, we will keep them separated from the posses-
sive construction in the discussion of the data.
In Table 1, the row marked 1 provides information
on the position in which the possessor is base gener-
ated. The rows marked 2 provide information on the
application of Predicate Inversion, i.e., the overtness
of the movements of the predicate to Spec,TP and
Spec,AgrP. Rows 3 concern information on the
movement of the locative feature (P or locative case)
and the way it changes the spell-out of the copula
after incorporation. In the last row, the surface
position of the possessor is characterized by its
syntactic position after movement and its morpho-
logical form.
From the perspective of conservation of L1 gram-
matical knowledge, it is crucial to indicate precisely
what are the differences between source and target
language, and what has to be learned by Moroccan
and Turkish learners of Dutch. We have indicated
this schematically in the three colums of Table 1 by
marking in bold the differences between the source
language and the target language. As this table
shows, the three languages are almost identical with
respect to structure; the present tense clause in
Moroccan Arabic is most deviant. A super®cial but
10 Caubet (1993, p. 51) considers the construction by means of
Eend + clitic as ``une tournure preÂpositionnelle qui est utiliseÂe
comme un preÂdicat de possession. La verbalisation de cette
expression de localisation est treÁs avanceÂe''.
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Table 1. Syntactic and morphological properties of possessive clauses (abstracting from the position of the head
and V®n-to-C movement); differences between source language and target language are in bold
Dutch Turkish Moroccan Arabic
1. Base position of the possessor complement of P subject of the SC complement of P
2. PP Predicate Inversion yes yes yes, iff past tense
Spec-related feature [7N,7V]
Attracting PP
± on T <strong> <strong> <strong>
± on Agr <strong> <strong> <weak>
3. Incorporation of P/loc yes (P) yes (LOC) no
head-related feature [7N,7V]
attracting P
± on T <strong> <strong> no TP
± on Agr <strong> <strong> <strong>, iff TP
projection is absent
spell-out of copula
± in present tense 3 sg heeft var no copula (no TP)
± in past tense 3sg had var-di kan
4. Surface properties
of the possessor
± syntactic position in Spec, AgrP in Spec, CP dislocated topic:
full possessor DP;
Agr-head (present),
Spec, TP (past)
± morphological form nominative DP genitive DP (P+) post-clitic
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important similarity is that in all three languages, the
possessive clause presents itself in the order posses-
sor-possessee although the syntactic structure is con-
siderably different.
Subjects, data collection and data
The data used for this study come from the European
Science Foundation (ESF) corpus. These data were
collected within the framework of the ESF Program
on Second Language Acquisition by Adult Immi-
grants (for design and elicitation techniques see
Perdue, 1993). This project was set up as a longi-
tudinal and cross-linguistic multiple case study. In
this article, the focus is on the acquisition of Dutch
by four Moroccan immigrants (age 17±24): Fatima
(FAT), Mohamed (MOH), HassanK (HASK) and
HassanM (HASM), and four Turkish immigrants:
Mahmut (MAH), ErguÈn (ERG), Osman (OSM) and
Abdullah (ABD) in the Dutch part of the project.
The eight informants learning Dutch outside the
classroom were followed during almost two and a
half years. The period of investigation was divided
into three cycles of nine sessions, 27 recording ses-
sions totally, one session a month. In each cycle, the
same elicitation tasks were repeated (role playing,
interviews and ®lm-retelling tasks). At the ®rst
session, the informants had been living in the Nether-
lands for 7 to 12 months. They had a very low
pro®ciency in Dutch, were monolingual, and had a
limited level of education. Several elicitation tasks
were repeated in each cycle, such as interviews, role-
playing and ®lm-retelling tasks.
The corpus was exhaustively scanned for clausal
possessive constructions of the have-type. Due to the
fact that have-clauses typically display the order
Possessor±Possessee it was possible to separate them
from clausal constructions of the type deze motor is
van Paul (this motorcycle is of Paul; ``this motorcycle
is Paul's''), which typically display the opposite
order. The order is an important classi®cation char-
acteristic because the ``linking'' copula (hebben) is
either overtly realized, or is a zero marker in data of
beginning L2 learners. Possessive clauses with a zero
marker can be distinguished from two-word posses-
sive nominal phrases by the fact that, in the ®rst case,
the complete sentence consists of two lexical items:
the possessor and the possessee, whereas the two-
word possessive noun phrase is only a phrase and
typically forms a larger sentence. The context was
decisive in problematic cases. Let us give an example.
The learner's utterance ik ®ets (``I bike'') may be a
noun phrase when it is an answer to the question
who's bike is that? In other cases, it probably is a
have-clause with the meaning ``I have a bike''. In this
way all have-clauses were selected, also those missing
a form of the copula have.
Before presenting an analysis of the have-clauses
produced by the Turkish and Moroccan learners, a
distribution of the two types of have-clauses (with
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Table 2. Distribution of HAVE-types in clausal possessive constructions of four Turkish and four Moroccan
learners; Y = possessor and X = possessee
Turkish informants YX hebben YX zero marker Moroccan informants YX hebben YX zero marker
Mahmut Fatima
cycle 1 ± 66 cycle 1 9 57
cycle 2 6 79 cycle 2 27 67
cycle 3 10 109 cycle 3 89 22
ErguÈn Mohamed
cycle 1 29 28 cycle 1 44 18
cycle 2 92 31 cycle 2 140 12
cycle 3 105 22 cycle 3 159 1
Abdullah HassanK
cycle 1 60 12 cycle 1 84 2
cycle 2 78 14 cycle 2 168 8
cycle 3 37 5 cycle 3 82 6
Osman HassanM
cycle 1 29 45 cycle 1 59 8
cycle 2 103 17 cycle 2 146 3
cycle 3 88 15 cycle 3 138 ±
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and without the realization of hebben) is given as they
occurred in the raw data. The raw scores are given in
Table 2, next the developmental aspect of have-
realizations over the three cycles is given in the
graphs of Figure 1.
The raw scores of Table 2 and the graphs in
Figure 1 show that three out of the eight informants
scored above 80% realizations of hebben from the
beginning of the data collection. Three other infor-
mants progressed considerably after the ®rst cycle,
one informant (Fatima) did so after the second cycle,
and only one Turkish informant, Mahmut, did not
produce more than 10% realizations of hebben at the
end of the data collection. Relying on these raw
scores, one gets the impression (i) that the Moroccan
learners in this project progress faster than the
Turkish learners, despite the fact that the possessive
clause in their L1 differs more from the target
construction, and (ii) that most informants in this
project acquire the have-clause rather easily (com-
pared to the acquisition of nominal possessive con-
structions described in Van de Craats et al. (2000)).
The above data will be reconsidered after the struc-
tural analysis of the learners' variants, ®rst of the
Turkish learners, then of the Moroccan learners.
The acquisition of possessive HAVE-clauses by the
Turkish learners
Description and analysis
On the basis of the comparison between the proper-
ties of source languages and target language given in
Table 1, a simple list can be made of what has to be
learned by a Turkish learner of Dutch:
. The syntactic knowledge that a possessor is
generated within the PP as a complement of P
(no genitive case involved).
. The morphological rule that spells out the
[AGR+[T+P]] complex as a form of hebben.
The steps taken by L2 learners to acquire this know-
ledge are represented in Table 3. This table provides
two types of information. First, it gives an overview
of the types of possessive have-variants found.
Second, it indicates which variants appear at what
developmental stage (viz., a stage when parameter
settings are involved, a state when vocabulary is
involved; see also the introduction). Each type of
possessive have-variant is exempli®ed by a token. It
represents the ®rst or one of the ®rst occurrences of
the possessive variant in the corpus. The rightmost
column indicates the speaker and the recording
session. (Information about frequency of occurrences
can be found in Table 4.) Table 3 is descriptive in
providing the range of variants and interpretive in the
assignment of these variants to developmental stages.
The structural analyses motivate this assignment.
Conservation stage
In the earliest stages of acquisition, all learners
produce expressions consisting of two nouns, as in
(27a), which can be extended as in (27b).11
(27) a vader winkel
b [mijn vader] Turkse winkel abd-1
my father Turkish shop
``my father has a Turkish shop''
Sentences like those in (27), consisting of bare noun
phrases, are characteristic of early learner varieties,
both in L1 and L2 acquisition. Such possessive
clauses are similar to utterances produced by Dutch,
German and French children, and by German-Italian
bilingual children, cf. the examples in (28).
11 The ®rst of these two nouns is a DP, the second noun is below
the level of DP (e.g., a QP or an NP). For reasons of simplicity
the ®rst noun is indicated by DP, the second by NP.
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Figure 1. Percentages of possessive clauses in which hebben is realized, produced by Turkish and Moroccan learners.
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(28) a ikke ook auto (Laura 2;0)
I also car
(Childes, corpus Van Kampen)
``I have also a car''
b anche Giulia caminica blau
also Guilia shirt blue
(bilingual child 2;6)
(Taeschner 1983)
``Gulia has also a blue shirt''
Merely on the basis of how these noun phrases
manifest themselves, one cannot decide what the
syntactic structure is: a bare VP, a small clause, or a
fully-¯edged structure with an inverted (loc.pro) pre-
dicate. One might claim that those possessive clauses
are part of a Minimal Default Grammar (cf. Roeper,
1999) or of a Basic Variety (cf. Klein and Perdue,
1997). If the fully-¯edged L1 structure is supposed to
be conserved in L2 acquisition, as claimed both by
the Full Transfer/Full Access hypothesis and the
Conservation hypothesis, one needs to analyze those
early data on the basis of a complete L1 syntactic
structure. How can we defend the controversial
claims of a complete L1 structure? In the ®rst place,
using available knowledge sources is not a less eco-
nomical principle than not using them. In the second
place, the assumption of a complete L1 structure
makes sense when we reconstruct the course of the
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Table 3. Variants of the possessive clause found in the developmental stages of the four Turkish learners;
possessor DP is indicated by square brackets
Stage Example Subject code
1. Conservation stage
a. Content Word state (CWS)
± [DP]+NP+ù [vader] winkel abd-1
father shop/``father has a shop''
[mijn vader] Turkse winkel abd-1
my father Turkish shop/``my father has a Turkish shop''
± [poss. pronoun]+NP+ù [mijn] drie broer abd-6
my three brother/``I have three brothers''
b. Functional Word state (FWS)
± [DP]+NP+clause-®nal hebben [Sevgil] vrienden hebben osm-7
Sevgi friends have/``Sevgi has a boyfriend''
[(pro)] eentje jongen hebben osm-5
(he) one boy have/``he has a son''
± [poss.pron.]+NP+hebben [mijn] veel vrienden hebben osm-7
my many friends have/``I have many friends''
van
± [van-poss.pron.]+NP+ù [die van mij] auto mah-9
that of me car/``I (stressed) have a car''
[van onze] geen stadium (=stadion) erg-17
of our no stadium/``we don't have a stadium''
± [van-poss.pron.]+NP+hebben [van ons] ook zo thuis hebben erg-18
of us also such home have/``we have also such a house''
± [van-DP]+NP(+hebben/ù) [van een mens] veel schapen abd-13
of a human being many sheep/``someone has many sheep''
2. Target state
± clause-®nal in¯ect. hebben [(pro)] vier aas heeft osm-17
(he) four aces has/``he has four aces''
± no correct agreement als [ jij] garage heeft erg-18
if you garage have/``if you have a garage''
± Fully correct target construction [hij] heeft een brief osm-27
he has a letter/``he has a letter''
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acquisition stages backwards. The underlying L1
structure becomes manifest in later developmental
stages, when distinctive morphological elements
manifest themselves, viz., genitive case markers on
the ``subject'' (i.e., the possessor) of the copula
hebben. If the L1 grammar works at time B (when
L1 properties appear), we suppose that the L1
grammar works under the same conditions at time A
(when bare nouns appear) immediately preceding
time B. In this way, we reconstruct the invisible parts
of the L1 grammar at work at a previous time A. In
the third place, there is evidence of an underlying L1
grammar in the bare noun phrase period for posses-
sive noun phrases. In nominal possessive construc-
tions, both orders are allowed in Dutch as
exempli®ed in (29).
(29) a kaart Wauwa
card Laura (Sarah 1;10)
(Childes, corpus Van Kampen)
``Laura's card''
(target Dutch: de kaart van Laura)
b Nienke huis (Sarah 2;0)
(Childes, corpus Van Kampen)
Nienke house
``Nienke's house''
(target Dutch: Nienke's huis)
Although the Turkish learners in the project were
exposed to this L2 input they only used the ®rst type
in early stages and the Moroccan learners exposed to
the same L2 input, only used the second type, each
language group showing their L1 order (see Van de
Craats et al., 2000). When L2 learners base them-
selves on the L1 structure for possessive noun
phrases, they will do the same for possessive clauses.
Reasoning in this way and applying the grammar
of Turkish for the clause in (27), we assume that the
sentence in (27b) has a small clause structure with an
inverted phonetically empty PP (as in Turkish; cf.
(21)), and a phonetically empty I head because the
speci®c morpheme realization state (FWS), in which
functional features are being realized, has not yet
been reached. Accordingly, the sentence in (27b) is
represented in (30).
(30) [CP [mijn vader]m [IP [loc.pro]j [SC [DP tm
Turkse winkel] tj ]] P+I = ù ]
The next examples display more L1 elements. In
(30) mijn ``my'' was a constituent with vader, but that
is probably not the case in (31).
(31) mijn^ drie broer12 abd-6
my three brother
This string might be a possessive noun phrase with
the meaning ``my three brothers'', but given the fact
that we are dealing with an entire sentence here, it
cannot simply be a possessive noun phrase. If an L1
structural basis is adopted, this string can have the
clausal reading represented in (32).13
(32) [CP mijn m ^ [IP [PP loc.pro]i [SC [DP tm
my
drie broer] ti ] I] C] abd-6
three brother
``I have three brothers''
Important reasons for adopting the clausal posses-
sive construction rather than a nominal one are: (i) it
®ts better in the discourse context, (ii) contrary to
Dutch as the L2, the possessor in an L1-based clausal
possessive is marked for genitive and (iii) a kind of
segmentation is observed after the possessor marked
by a slight pause and a rising contour. Moreover,
such constructions are found in utterances of other
learners than Abdullah, e.g.:
. constructions, produced by Mahmut, in which
the genitive-marked possessor (mijn) is sepa-
rated from its possessee by particles such as niks
(``nothing, not''), or ook (``also''); see (26);
. constructions, produced by Osman, in which the
genitive-marked possessor (mijn) co-occurs with
the in®nitival hebben; see (32);
. constructions produced Mahmut, ErguÈn and
Abdullah himself, in which the genitive-marked
possessor is preceded by van; see the examples
in (35).
The adverbial elements in (33), ook and the
negator niet/niks, act as separators, just as in Turkish.
(33) a mijn niks andere familie mah-9
I-gen nothing other family
``I don't have any relatives''
[CP mijnm [IP [PP loc.pro]i [NegP niks [SC [DP tm
andere familie] ti ] Neg] I] C]
b mijn ook auto mah-15
I-gen also car
``I have also a car''
[CP mijnm [IP [PP loc.pro]i [ook [SC [DP tm
auto] ti ]] I] C]
In (33), Mahmut does not use the nominative form
12 The diacritic symbol ^ marks a rising contour in combination
with a slight pause.
13 Similar constructions, in which the subject is marked by genitive
case, is found in data produced by English children, e.g., (i) but
not by Dutch children. If it were an effect of learning Dutch,
Dutch children would do the same as Moroccan L2 learners.
Neither of these groups does so.
(i) my did it (Emily 2;0)
(Hamburger 1980, cited in Powers & Musolino
1997)
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ik, which he already knows, but the genitive-bearing
pronoun mijn.
We now pass to the next morpheme realization
state characterized as FWS. The two morpheme
realization states are taken together for the Turkish
learners, because realization of a copula relates to
both states (notice that it is a spell-out of the features
tense, person, number and locative (BFS) as a free
morpheme (FFS)). The features constituting the
copula var ``present'' are obligatorily spelled out in
Turkish. So, it is not surprising that the ``root'' form
hebben14 emerges as an equivalent of var. Such an
early appearance of hebben at the end of the clause is
exempli®ed by Osman in (34a), represented in (34b).
(34) a mijn veel vrienden hebben osm-7
my many friends have
``I have many friends''
b [CP mijnm [IP [loc.pro]j [SC [DP tm veel
vrienden] tj ] I + loc = hebben]]
In fact, there is no structural difference between
(34b), in which the formal features in the I head are
spelled out as hebben, and the Turkish equivalent, in
which the spell-out is var. In the L2 realization of the
functional heads in I (hebben), person and number are
not overtly marked just as in the Turkish form var.15
In line with the above analysis, we assume that the
clause in (35a), which occurs in the same recording
session as (34a), has the same structure. A more
target-like analysis as in (33b) is possible. In this
analysis, the possessor Sevgi is base-generated as the
complement of P; the PP containing the possessor
Sevgi is subsequently moved to Spec,IP as a result of
overt Predicate Inversion, as represented in (35b).
This analysis may be possible, however, not plausible
in our view because of (34). The analysis in (35c) is
preferable.
(35) a Sevgi vrienden hebben osm-7
Sevgi friends have
``Sevgi has a boyfriend''
b [IP [PP Sevgi]j [SC [DP vrienden] tj]
I + P = hebben]
c [CP Sevgim [IP [loc.pro]j [SC [DP tm veel
vrienden] tj] I + loc = hebben]]
In (34) and (35), the possessor was expressed by a
pronoun or a full noun. The examples in (36) show
that the possessor pronoun can be dropped, if the
possessor is topical and the topic is continued (an L1
based rule; see Korn®lt, 1997). This pro-drop
phenomenon is observable irrespective of the fact
whether the formal features are already spelled out as
a copular form (36b), or not, (36a).
(36) a CWS: (pro) eentje ®ets ù osm-3
1sg one.dim bicycle
``I have a bicycle''
[CP prom [IP [loc.pro]i [SC [DP tm eentje ®ets]
ti] P + I = ù ] C]
b FWS: (pro) eentje jongen hebben osm-5
3sg one.dim boy have
``he has a son''
[CP prom [IP [loc.pro]i [SC [DP tm eentje
jongen] ti] P + I = hebben] C]
Before reaching the target state, some learners
show a variant like the clauses in (37a±c), in which
the possessor is preceded by the genitive marker van
``of ''. It is striking that pronominal possessors pre-
ceded by van, (37a, b), emerge earlier in the develop-
ment process than full noun possessors, (37c). In this
respect, they re¯ect the developmental order of the
nominal possessive constructions which shows strings
such as van mijn broer ``of my brother'' before van
Paul broer (of Paul brother; ``Paul's brother'') (Van
de Craats et al. 2000).
(37) a [die van mij] auto16 mah-9
that of my car
``I (stressed) have a car''
[CP [die van mij]m [IP [loc.pro]i [SC [DP tm
auto] ti] I + P = ù] C]
b [van ons] ook zo thuis hebben erg-18
of us also such home have
``we also (want to) have such a house''
[CP [van ons]m [IP [loc.pro]i [ook [SC [DP tm zo
thuis] ti]] I + P = hebben] C]
c [van een mens] veel schapen abd-13
of a human being many sheep
``someone has many sheep''
[CP [van een mens]m [IP [loc.pro]i [SC [DP tm
veel schapen] ti] I + P = ù] C]
14 In principle. any other form of hebben would be equally likely
here but the non-®nite form is more plausible as Turkish
learners often start the acquisition of verb with ``full forms''.
15 The similarity between the properties of L2 item hebben and the
L1 item var manifests itself in existential constructions, e.g., in
(i), and with an in¯ected form of hebben (3sg) in (ii). Notice that
the position of the existential hebben/heeft has become target-
like in (ii), but not yet in (i). This does not play a role for the
spell-out of hebben.
(i) [IP [PP loc.pro]i [SC [DP veel mensen] ti] P+I = hebben] osm-7
many people have
``there are many people''
(ii) [IP daar [IP [PP loc.pro]i [I* P + I(3sg) = heeft [SC [DP geen pils]
there has no beer
ti]]]] osm-20
``there is no beer over there''
16 One might interpret the presence of die as a way of encoding the
property of emphasis. lexical realization of the possessive pro-
nominal implies emphasis in Turkish (see also Korn®lt 1997,
p. 284).
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Constructions of the variant in (37) clearly display
the genitive-marked possessor, which is characteristic
of the underlying L1 structure. One may object that
the above possessive clauses have the same structure
as in Moroccan Arabic, in which the entire PP is
inverted, and that van is a locative preposition, an
alternative of the Dutch preposition aan or voor
``to''. Of course, this possibility cannot be excluded
completely. If we consider the last example in (37),
there is no spell-out of the copula, and, therefore one
might propose that the entire PP van een mens has
been inverted with the possessee and is moved to
Spec,IP. In such a case, van should be interpreted as a
locative preposition, which is not implausible if this
were a string uttered by ErguÈn who, typically, over-
generalizes the use of van. For Abdullah, however,
this is less plausible because (i) he did not show such
overgeneralization of van and (ii) he already used to
spell out the functional heads in I as a form of
hebben, and (iii) Turkish learners are used to incor-
porating the locative feature but not to spelling it
out. Moreover, just the fact that the possessor DP
does not ®gure in Spec,IP explains the systematic
lack of agreement between the possessor and hebben,
and the occurrence of the genitive-marked DP, which
is no longer found as soon as hebben is replaced by
an in¯ected form. When in¯ection of the verb hebben
emerges, the possessor seems to have become a
subject, and can no longer be case marked by a
genitive. This implies that there are no instances of a
possessor marked by genitive case agreeing with an
in¯ected form of the ``root'' form hebben. (See
Osman's results in Table 4.) For ErguÈn, the situation
is different from Osman's. Consider the clause in
(38). This is a telling example for an important shift
in ErguÈn's learner's grammar, which looks like a step
backwards at ®rst sight.
(38) ik heb ook // van mijn ook zak erg-19
I have also // of mine also bag
``I also have a bag''
Chunks
In (38), ErguÈn seems able to construct a possessive
clause by using hebben. He even uses an in¯ected
form of hebben, but produces a self-correction in the
wrong direction: he changes a correct form (ik heb)
into an L1-based form, in which the pronominal
possessor is genitive case marked by van. This is not
an error, nor the remainder of a previous stage, but it
is just the beginning of a new stage in which the
chunk [ik-heb] is analyzed. Interestingly, all instantia-
tions of the verb hebben that occur before recording
session 17 are ik heb or the ``root'' form hebben in
clause-®nal position.17 The invariable character of
the string ik heb makes it plausible that we are
dealing here with a chunk [ik-heb]. This chunk is only
used if the possessor is 1sg; if the possessor is a 2sg
or 3sg, ErguÈn has other solutions: (i) drop the
pronominal and use the invariable form hebben, in
(39a), or (ii) use the DP + NP combination, in (39b).
(39) a (pro) NP + hebben
(pro) frikandel hebben? erg-6
you sausage have
``do you want to have a sausage?''
b dp + np + ù18
mijn vriend twee diploma erg-11
my friend two diploma
``my friend has two diplomas''
Such chunks are common, when the examples in (40)
show up.
(40) a van onze geen stadium erg-17
of our.infl no stadium
``we do not have a stadium''
[CP [van onze]m [IP [loc.pro]i [SC [DP tm geen
stadium] ti] P + I = ù] C]
b van ons ook zo thuis hebben erg-18
of us also such home have
``if we also had such a house''
[CP [van ons]m [IP [loc.pro]i [ook [SC [DP tm zo
thuis] ti]] P + I = hebben] C]
The above examples illustrate the conservative
character of ErguÈn's clauses. In (40a, b) he uses the
possessive pronoun van ons/onze because it is the
possessor moved out of the DP (SC-internal). To-
gether with the constructions in (40), other forms of
hebben appear, e.g., in (41).
(41) als jij garage heeft (target form: hebt) erg-18
if you garage have
``if you have a garage''
At the beginning of cycle 3, the analysis of the
chunk is continued. Now, we ®nd the clause in (38)
and similar examples. Those are still found in session
25, together with target strings like wij hebben ``we
have'' and zij heeft ``she has''. We may conclude from
this (i) that ErguÈn did not use any target stage
constructions before session 19, (ii) that he was still
producing conserved possessive clauses until session
25 and (iii) that a period of overlap between conser-
vation and target constructions had started in session
18 with the emergence of variable forms of hebben.
What exactly chunks and fully analyzed forms are
can only be decided by approximation. It can be
17 Except for one example in session 9.
18 See footnote 11 for the difference between DP and NP.
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stated, however, that have-constructions from
session 26 onwards are target constructions, given
that possessors marked by genitive case no longer
occur.
Mahmut followed the developmental path taken
by ErguÈn. He also started by using chunks. The
chunk that emerged ®rst is [ik-heb], which was used
in addition to the sentence-®nal unin¯ected form
hebben. During the last cycle, a second chunk
emerged, [heb-ik], evidenced by the double use of ik
in (42a, b). This chunk formation became clear when
Mahmut produced the following clauses:
(42) a ik zo probleem [heb-ik] mah-24
I such problem have-I
``I have such problems''
b ik [heb-ik] anders niks mah-24
I have-I other nothing
``I have nothing else''
c (pro) [heb-ik] niet part-time mah-25
I have-I not part-time
``I do not have part-time work''
Target state
After the necessary morphological changes have
taken place within a fully L1-based structure, the
syntactic knowledge is acquired that in Dutch the
possessor is base-generated within the locative PP. By
means of this linguistic knowledge, target construc-
tions can be made. Note that for the notion of the
target state, we abstract from the general properties
of the clause. This implies that target state construc-
tions are characterized by an in¯ected form of hebben
and a possessor in the subject form. It was abstracted
from (i) the position of the in¯ected verb, (ii) subject
drop and (iii) the lack of subject-verb agreement.
Thus, the clauses in (43) are considered to be target
variants. This will be taken into account when the
number of learners' target variants is computed in
the next section.
(43) a (pro) vier aas heeft osm-16
he four aces has
``he has four aces''
[IP [PP pro]i [SC [DP vier aas] ti] P + I = heeft]
b als jij garage heeft (target form: hebt)
erg-18
if you garage has-3sg
``if you have a garage''
Results
After the analysis of the various possessive variants,
the questions should be answered as to (i) how many
occurrences of each variant are found in the learners'
production data, and (ii) to what extent these four
learners attain target knowledge of the have-con-
struction. Table 4 (in relation to Table 3) provides
the answers to those questions. In Table 4, the same
distinctions as in Table 3 are made; and two more
distinctions, viz., (i) for Mahmut and ErguÈn the
strings ik-heb ``I have'' are counted separately
because they are considered unanalyzed wholes and
(ii) the pronominal possessors are distinguished from
the full DP possessors because it seems that the latter
lag behind in the development of the possessive
clause.
The ®rst result that can be inferred from Table 4 is
that all learners used forms of hebben, but only three
of them attained target knowledge of have-
possessives; two out of four informants (if we leave
out the unique example produced by ErguÈn in cycle
1) did so even within the ®rst cycle. The two fast
learners ± Abdullah and Osman ± almost skipped
FWS constructions within the conservation stage: for
them, the spell-out of functional heads lead to an
in¯ected form of the target copula hebben. Par-
ticularly, ErguÈn still applied the L1 morphological
realization rule in the last cycle: he was still using
possessive forms (e.g., mijn and van mijn) instead of
subject forms.
Another conspicuous outcome is that full DP
possessors occur more often in combination with a
zero-realization of hebben than pronominal posses-
sors (see conservation stage, CWS). This tendency is
decreasing toward the end of cycle 3, but is still
observable for all learners in the last cycle. In cycle 3,
Osman and Abdullah, being the best learners, do not
exhibit any zero realization of the copula in combin-
ation with a pronominal possessor (see conservation
stage: poss.pronoun+NP+ù and FWS-van), but in
the case of a full DP possessor, they use as many zero
realizations as overt have-realizations (Abdullah), or
even more (Osman). Only when we consider the
results of the last sessions (these are sessions 26 and
27 for Osman, and 25 for Abdullah), a 100% score is
attained; in other words, no more zero realizations
are found.
Evidently, the acquisition process proceeds within
the pronominal construction and the full DP con-
struction follows this development toward the target
construction. That is not surprising because a pro-
nominal possessor provides more reliable infor-
mation on its case than a full DP possessor. Only a
pronominal possessor, clearly marked as a nomina-
tive, can convince the learner that he should reject
the genitive marking of the possessor in have-con-
structions, and that a subject-verb agreement is
required instead.
Although the copula hebben emerged in very early
stages already, not all forms of hebben turned out to
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be morphologically analyzed. ErguÈn is a good
example of such a behavior: he was using ik-heb, later
replaced by hebben (sentence-®nal) or by a genitive
marked possessor van mijn (see (39) and (40)).
To give a clear picture of the acquisition results
and the effect of data interpretation, the percentages
of have-realization before and after data interpret-
ation are compared in Figure 2. The difference in the
results of the four informants in the left graph and in
the right graph is accounted for by the occurrence of
chunks and the morphological development that
must take place. These phenomena cannot be
observed at the surface of the have-possessive clauses
for Osman and ErguÈn (in the left graph), only on the
basis of data interpretation, when all forms of hebben
are mutually compared. This does not hold for
Abdullah. For Mahmut, there is not a big difference
between raw scores and interpreted scores: he had
not abandoned the conservation stage at the end of
the data collection and no target construction has
been found (his scores are not visible in the right
graph).
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Table 4. Distribution of the variants of possessive HAVE-clauses produced by the four Turkish learners over
developmental stages
Mahmut ErguÈn Abdullah Osman
Cycles 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
1. Conservation stage
CWS
± DP+NP+ù 64 74 108 26 23 8 11 10 5 45 16 15
± poss.pron.+NP+ù 1 4 ± ± 4 6 1 ± ± ± 1 ±
FWS
± DP+NP+hebben ± 2 3 11 2 7 1 4 1 14 10 1
± chunk+NP ± 4 7 17 85 52 ± ± ± ± ± ±
± poss.pron.+NP+hebben ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± 6 1 ±
van
± van.poss.pron.+NP+ù 1 1 1 2 4 7 ± 3 ± ± ± ±
± van.poss.pron+NP+hebben ± ± ± ± 1 ± ± ± ± ± ± ±
± van-DP+NP+ù ± ± ± ± ± 1 ± 1 ± ± ± ±
2. Target state
± full DP+®nite hebben+DP ± ± ± 1 ± 3 2 7 5 1 10 5
± pronominal+®nite hebben+DP ± ± ± ± 4 43 57 67 31 8 82 82
Total 66 85 119 57 123 127 72 92 42 74 120 103
Figure 2. Results on the acquisition of have-constructions produced by four Turkish learners: left for all realizations of
hebben; right for all target constructions.
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The acquisition of possessive HAVE-clauses by the
Moroccan learners
Description and analysis
From the comparisons between the properties of
source language and target language in Table 1, the
following list of what has to be learned by Moroccan
learners of Dutch is made.
Resetting of:
. Spec-related feature [7N,7V] on AGR: reset-
ting to a <strong> value.
Acquisition of:
. the syntactic knowledge that both a full noun
possessor and a pronominal possessor are gen-
erated as a complement of P;
. the syntactic knowledge that P can be incorp-
orated into a be-copula;
. the projection of the category TP in present
tense clauses;
. the morphological rule that spells out the
[AGR+[T+P]] complex as a form of hebben.
The above list is larger than the list for the
Turkish learners. It implies a resetting aspect with
regard to parameter values, and an acquisition aspect
with regard to syntactic, morphological and lexical
aspects. Would a larger list of learning items also
mean that the acquisition process will be longer?
Before presenting the analysis of the variants
occurring in the production data of the Moroccan
informants, an overview of the variants is given in
Table 5 (comparable to Table 3 for the Turkish
data). In this table, three morphological states are
distinguished (two for the Turkish data). Unlike
what we saw in the development of the Turkish
learners, a short restructuring stage is distinguished.
Also, syntactic changes which are not parameter-
related shifts, e.g., the projection of a TP category in
the present tense, are classi®ed under this restruc-
turing stage although, strictly speaking, there is no
parametric change. The number of tokens of each of
these types is given in Table 7.
Conservation stage
In the earliest stage of acquisition, all Moroccan
learners, just like the Turkish learners, seem to
produce clausal expressions consisting of two noun
phrases, as in (44). Most of the Moroccan learners
have left this stage at the beginning of the data
collection, except for Fatima (as we will see in Table
7).
(44) a Nominal possessor
mijn vrouw ook klein huis moh-6
my wife also small house
``my wife also has a small house''
b Pronominal possessor
ik klein winkel fat-3
I small shop
``I have a small shop''
The variants of Moroccan and Turkish learners
are similar in the earliest stage of development from a
®rst, super®cial point of view. According to the
Conservation hypothesis, though, their underlying
structures differ. The Moroccan utterances in (44)
have a Moroccan Arabic L1-based structure, while a
similar utterance from a Turkish learner has a
Turkish L1 structure (compare (44a) to (27a)).
Adopting an L1 underlying structure, we propose
(45) as the syntactic structure for (44a, b), in which
the possessor mijn vrouw is in a dislocated position
because it is followed by a pause separated from the
possessee klein huis, and by the particle ook ``also'',
presumably adjoined to the SC. See (25) for a similar
syntactic structure in the form of a tree diagram.
(45) a [AgrP mijn vrouw [AgrP [Agr' AGR+
[P + pro]j
b [ook [SC klein huis tj]]]]]
ik AGR+[P + pro]j klein winkel
It is assumed that (45b) has the same syntactic
structure as (45a), although the pronominal possessor
ik may suggest that ik is the object pronominal cliti-
cizing on P (phonetically empty here).19 This might
also be suggested by the fact that there is no clearly
observable pause after the pronominal. Such a pause,
however, is often not audible. The reason why the
analysis in (45b) is to be preferred is that, in a sub-
sequent morpheme realization state (FFS), a prepos-
ition emerges between the possessor and the possessee,
e.g., in (46). In (46a), a pronominal possessor precedes
the preposition, in (46b) a nominal possessor.
(46) a ik met klein winkel fat-3
I with small shop
``I had a small shop''
[AgrP ik [AgrP [Agr' [AGR+[met + pro]j]
[SC klein winkel tj]]]]
b Fatiha Mustafa Khili®ye met andere
Fatiha Mustafa Khili®ye with other
moeder fat-12
mother
19 One may disagree that ik (I.1sg) is not an object form. In early
learner stages, however, that argument does not hold as ik is
often used instead of possessive forms, e.g., learner variants like
jij straat (you street; ``your street'') and hij papa (he papa; ``his
papa''), in which subject forms function as possessive forms.
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``Fatiha Mustafa and Khili®ye have another
mother''
[AgrP Fatiha .... [AgrP [Agr' [AGR+[met+pro]j]
[SC andere moeder tj]]]]
In (46a, b) the preposition met (i.e., [P+D]) adjoins
to the feature complex in AGR, yielding the
[AGR+[P+D]]-complex without predicate inversion,
just as in the source language.20
Now we follow more closely the developmental
path of two learners, Fatima and HassanK, because
they reveal precisely what is the structural basis of
their L2 expressions at different points of the L2
acquisition process. Fatima, as the slowest learner,
showed the details of a very early phase. HassanK
revealed the details of a later developmental phase.
Consider ®rst the three examples of Fatima in (47).
20 Of course, other analyses of these clauses are possible, but seem
implausible in the light of the Conservation hypothesis. The
sentences in (46) for instance, may be considered SC construc-
tions in which is the preposition met, and klein winkel/andere
moeder the complement of P, as is represented below:
(i) a [SC iki [PP met [DP klein winkel]]]
b [SC Fatiha, Mustafa, Khili®ye [PP met [DP andere moeder]]]
Although there is no formal objection against this analysis, it is
not likely in the light of the L1 structural basis and in the light
of the intended meaning. This structure does not have a
possessive reading associated with it.
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Table 5. Variants of the possessive clause found in the developmental stages of the four Moroccan learners
Stage Example Subject code
1. Conservation stage
a. Content Word State (CWS) ik klein winkel fat-3
± DP+DP I small shop/``I had a small shop''
nou (pro) geen huis fat-6
now no house/``now you do not have a house''
mijn vrouw ook klein huis moh-6
my wife also small house/``my wife also has a small house''
b. Free functional state (FFS) ik [met pro] klein winkel fat-3
I with small shop/``I had a small shop''
Fatiha Mustafa [met pro] ander moeder fat-12
F. M. with other mother/``F and M have another mother''
± prepositional heeft ik heeft 47jaar fat-9
I has 47 year/``I am 47''
c. Bound Functional state (BFS)
± past tense: was ik was ruzie met leraar hask-12
I was trouble with teacher/``I had troubles with the teacher''
± past tense: was heeft die was heeft een huis hask-18
that was has a house/``he had a house''
2. Restructuring stage
± [PP]+DP [met die man] naam semsar fat-7
with that man name semsar/``that man is called semsar''
± [PP]+is+DP [van de boer] is meer autoos hask-27
of the farmer is more cars/``the farmer has more cars''
± [PP]+heeft+DP [met Soumiya] heeft veel pijn hasm-23
with Soumiya has much pain/``S. has a lot of pain''
3. Target state
± present tense: heeft hij heeft geen geld fat-27
``he has no money''
± past tense: had ik had ruzie met leraar hask-19
``I had troubles with the teacher''
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(47) a mijn moeder heeft twee kinder fat-5
my mother has.pres.3sg two children
``my mother has two children''
b ik heeft 47 jaar21 fat-9
I have.pres.3sg 47 year
``I am 47''
c jullie heeft 'n bus fat-12
you.plur has.pres.3sg a van
``you have a van''
Although (47a) seems a perfect example of a target
construction, we reject the interpretation that heeft is
a conjugated verb because the supposed ®nite verb
heeft is not in¯ected at all, i.e., does not display overt
agreement with the subject (in (47b, c)).The very ®rst
forms of hebben, heb-1sg, emerged in sessions 4 and
5, they were probably imitations since, after these
®rst examples, Fatima did not show any variation in
this supposed ®nite form, and she continually used
heeft for the ®rst person singular (e.g., in (47b)), and
for any plural form as well (47c). In addition to this
lack of agreement, one can observe an alternation
between met and heeft during ten months, until heeft
outweighs met, as shown below in (48).
(48) Fatima: met±heb/heeft alternation in the cycles
1 and 2
session 3: met
4: heb
5: heb/heeft
6: met
7: met/heeft
8: met
9: heeft
10: met
12: heeft
13: met heeft
14 and ff: heeft
In this time span, heeft has the same meaning as met.
It even is the equivalent of met, and simply has the
conserved value of a preposition [7N,7V]. This is
not surprising if we assume that the learner is trying
to match the L2 linear string Abder heeft een boek
``Abder has a book'' with the string Abder Eend-u
ktab (Abder with-him book) in the L1. Identifying
heeft as the equivalent of Eend-u is obvious then.
Therefore, we consider the time before session 14 as a
pure conservation stage. Only in cycle 3, heb (1sg) is
systematically distinguished from heeft (3sg).
Another striking L1 property manifests itself in
HassanK's data when he attempts to produce have-
clauses in the past tense. Recall that it was argued
earlier that Moroccan Arabic shows different syn-
tactic structures for have-clauses in the present and
in the past tense. As we have seen, in the present
tense the P+clitic (Eend+clitic) can move to AGR (no
predicate inversion), while this movement is blocked
when the past tense is spelled out, so that the past
tense consists of a form of kan ``be'' followed by
P+clitic, being the result of predicate inversion. If
learners base themselves on the structure of their L1,
possessive clauses like (49a, b) will be evident.
(49) a ik was ruzie met leraar hask-11
I was quarrel with teacher
(target: ik had ruzie)
``I had a quarrel with the teacher''
b hij was verkering met een meisje hask-11
he was relationship with a girl
(target: hij had verkering)
``he was walking out with a girl''
c hij heeft twee kinderen hask-11
he has two children
Although HassanK seems able to produce target
possessive clauses in the present tense in session 11
(e.g., in (49c)), L1 properties appear for the past
tense. First, clauses appear in which the past tense of
hebben is represented by a simple past tense of the be-
copula (cf. (49a, b): was). This emergence of was is
already reminiscent of the L1 grammar of Moroccan
Arabic, but we even assume that the copula was
®gures in the same syntactic position as the Mor-
occan Arabic copula kan (be.cop.past.masc) instead
of a ®nite form of hebben that would be expected.
The speaker, HassanK, does not yet seem to consider
heeft a verb which can be marked for the past tense.
Instead he expresses the past tense through the
copular form was. Note that (49a, b) is a fully
conserved structure in which P is phonetically empty
and so is the resumptive pronoun (3sg) which refers
to a dislocated noun phrase. Just like in Moroccan
Arabic, the Spec-related feature on Agr has a
<weak> value, with the result that the PP is not
moved upwards within overt syntax. This becomes
manifest somewhat later, cf. (50), when the copula
was is followed by heeft. In Moroccan Arabic, a
P+clitic (Eend+clitic) would be expected in the same
syntactic position, viz., in Spec,TP. Just like Fatima
in (48), HassanK seems to assume that heeft is
equivalent to Eend+clitic as it normally emerges in
AGR, but here, the AGR head is ®lled by the copula
was. In such constructions, it becomes clear that
21 In Moroccan Arabic one's age is also expressed by means of a
have-construction, e.g.,
(i) Eend -i tmeneya u gesÏrin sana
with/at -me twenty and eight year
``I am twenty eight''
So, the use of hebben in (47b) is a case of L1 conservation.
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HassanK bases himself on the L1 structure. The
structure of the possessive clauses of (49) and (50) is
represented in the tree in (51) above.22
(50) a die was heeft -pro
he was.cop.past.3sg has [Eend +3sg]
30 jaar hask-12
30 years
``he was 30 years''
b die meisje was nooit heeft
that girl was.cop.past.3sg never has
-pro verkering hask-13
[Eend +3sg] relationship
``that girl was never in a relationship''
c dan was heeft -pro een
then was.cop.past.3sg has [Eend +3sg] a
huis hask-18
house
``then he had a house''
On the basis of the clauses in (49) and (50), where
HassanK must unfold the structure on which he
builds his L2 possessive clauses, we assume that all
possessive clauses containing have-forms (including
present tense clauses) produced by HassanK are the
products of a conserved, L1-based grammar in which
heeft functions similarly to Eend.23 So, it must be
concluded that HassanK produces conserved have-
constructions for as long as such constructions as
those in (49)±(50) occur, viz., until session 18.
Restructuring stage
The constructions discussed under the rubric
``restructuring stage'', are classi®ed in this section
because they deviate both from the conservation
stage and the target state. These clauses point to a
<strong> setting of the Spec-related [7N,7V]
feature on AGR. Consider the instances in (52).
(52) a [AgrP [PP met kind]i [SC een jaar ti]]24 fat-16
with child one year
``the child is one year old''
22 The NegP category is only projected for (50b).
23 There is one instance in which the subject pronoun cliticizes on
heeft. The subject is in dislocation and referred to by a pronom-
inal suf®x. It suggests that the label heef still has the features of
the preposition Eend.
(i) die meisje, heef-ze een oom hask-11
that girl has-she one uncle
``that girl has an uncle''
24 Note that the prepositions which occur as L2 equivalents of
Eend are met ``with'', van ``of '' and bij ``at''. The L2 lexical item
bij is an appropriate equivalent for Eend; HassanK also used
met and van.
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(51) AgrP
Topic AgrP
Agr (NegP)
Agr + Tk (Spec) (Neg')
(Neg) TP
t'k
PPj T'
P DP tk SC
Subject tj
(49) a ik was ± ± ù pro ruzie met leraar
b hij was ± ± ù pro verkering met een meisje
(50) a die was ± ± heeft - 3sg 30 jaar
b die meisje was nooit ± heeft - 3sg verkering
c dan was ± ± heeft - 3sg een huis
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b [AgrP [PP bij hem]i [SC kief t i]] hask-20
at him hashish
``he has hashish''
In (52a, b), a syntactic change has taken place with
regard to the L1 structure because a PP including a
full noun phrase is moved out of the SC. As such a
string cannot be moved to the AGR head, it must be
moved to some Spec-position, viz., Spec,AgrP, since
there is no motivation for the projection of TP. The
instances in (53) point to the presence of the TP
projection since the be-copula is realized in (53b) and
the be-copula is present in the form heeft in (53a) as
well.
(53) a [AgrP [PP met Soumiya]i [Agr* heeft [TP t'i
with Soumiya has
[SC veel pijn]]]] hasm-23
much pain
``Soumiya suffers very much''
b [AgrP [PP van de boer]i [Agr* is [TP t'i
of the farmer is
[SC meer autoos ti]]]] hask-27
more cars
``the farmer has more cars''
The example in (53b) is interesting because it shows a
variant in which the phi+tense features are spelled
out as is (the ``normal'' copular form), without
incorporation of the preposition van, which may have
a locative meaning in learner varieties. The example
in (53a) is comparable to (53b), but also more
problematic, because the preposition met appears
overtly in Spec,AgrP and is spelled out in the
[AGR+[T+P]]-complex as heeft. Although it is not a
correct target variant, (53a) is a unique develop-
mental error for HassanM. Such an error provides
insight into the syntactic structure of the other pos-
sessive have-clauses, and we can infer from these
examples that HassanM and HassanK generate their
have-clauses on the basis of a <strong> setting of the
Spec-related [7N,7V] feature.
Target state
It is not easy to decide which constructions must be
considered target constructions and which should
not, because an in¯ected form of hebben is not a
suf®cient indication of a complete L2 structure, as
was shown above for Fatima and HassanK. They
used heeft as an L2 equivalent of the Moroccan
Arabic preposition Eend and based themselves on the
Moroccan Arabic syntactic structure. So, we must
®nd other indications as evidence for a target struc-
ture, for instance, that:
. the subject DP (the possessor) appears in
Spec,Agr (evidence for a <strong> setting of the
Spec-feature on AGR). It is dif®cult, however,
to distinguish a DP in Spec,Agr from a DP in a
position adjoined to AgrP, the more so because
a pause between a dislocated DP and the clause
is often hardly perceptible. Clear evidence for a
<strong> AGR feature is the (incorrect) move-
ment of a full PP (P+DP) to Spec,AGR, as
found for HassanK and HassanM in (53);
. the past tense of hebben is expressed in one
verbal form, had, in AGR (and no longer split
up as was heeft);
. the verb hebben has been extended from a
possessive copula (in which it may be equivalent
to the preposition Eend) to an auxiliary of the
perfect tense, e.g., hij heeft gezien ``he has
seen''.25 In the latter string heeft must be ana-
lyzed as a verbal form in AGR.
As we did for the Turkish learners, we abstract from
incorrect subject-verb agreement, subject drop, and
general L1 properties of the clause for computing the
number of target constructions. Applying these
criteria, the ®rst occurrences of a target hebben-
construction are considered to emerge as given in
Table 6.
As can be inferred from Table 6, for Fatima,
have-clauses must have a target structure at least
from session 26 onwards, for Mohamed from session
10 on, and for HassanM from session 9 on. HassanK
25 For all learners, Moroccan and Turkish alike, possessive have-
constructions emerge nine months or more before auxiliary
have-constructions. Note that this acquisition order is compar-
able to the relationship between the possessive have and the
auxiliary have as proposed by Kayne (1993).
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Table 6. Indications for target syntactic structures of possessive HAVE-constructions
Fatima Mohamed HassanK HassanM
. PP+hebben ± ± session 20 session 23
. had as past tense ± ± session 19 ±
. hebben session 26 session 10 session 9: heb session 9
auxiliary of tense session 10: was
session 24: was/heb
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exhibits a complicated acquisition pattern. He is the
``victim'' of his conservation strategy. The L1 struc-
ture, in which kan is the past tense marker in
possessive clauses (cf. (49)±(50)), leads him to use this
structure also for all perfect and past tense clauses.26
In session 19, HassanK grasps that, in possessive
clauses, the past tense of hebben is not split up into
two distinct linguistic elements, as illustrated in (54).
The derivation of (54a) is given in (54b).
(54) a ik had ruzie met leraar hask-19
I had troubles with teacher
``I had troubles with the teacher''
b [AgrP [PP ik]k [Agr' [AGR+[T+P]i (= had)]
[TP [T+Pi] [SC [ruzie met leraar] [PP ti]k]]]]
The structure in (54b) indicates that this learner
has attained a complete reanalysis of the form heeft,
which is now composed of [AGR+Tense+P] features.
Therefore, not the entire PP (P+ik) can be moved
upwards, but only what is left over in the PP after the
head P has been moved out, viz., ik. This locative P
adjoins to T (recall that this is impossible in the L1)
and the entire [AGR+T+P] complex is spelled out in
AGR. This knowledge is not yet transferred by
HassanK to the construction in which hebben is used
as an auxiliary of tense/aspect.
Results
How many occurrences of each possessive variant are
found in the data of the Moroccan learners and to
what extent do they attain target knowledge of the
possessive have-clause? The results are brought to-
gether in Table 7 and should be considered in relation
to Table 5, in which the variants were presented, and
Table 6, in which the notion ``target state'' was
delimited for each of the informants. This delineation
is used for counting the results in Table 7.
All learners attained target knowledge of posses-
sive have-constructions, as can be inferred from
Table 7. HassanM already did so in the course of the
®rst cycle. All four learners show development in
morpheme realization states, although in a very
restricted way (compared to the Turkish learners).
Fatima, the least advanced learner, and HassanK lag
behind the other two informants because they rely on
their L1 grammar in the cycles 1 and 2. HassanK, in
26 Note that, in Moroccan Arabic, forms of the auxiliary kan ``to
be'' are used to mark past tense in combination with a following
durative or with an active participle (see Harrell, 1970,
pp. 179±181 for examples).
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Table 7. Distribution of variants of possessive HAVE-clauses produced by four Moroccan learners over
developmental stages
Fatima Mohamed HassanK HassanM
Cycles 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
1. Conservation stage
CWS: DP+DP 48 62 21 17 10 1 1 7 4 7 1 ±
FWS: DP+P+NP 8 2 ± 1 ± ± 1 1 1 1 1 ±
± prepositional heeft 10 26 76 44 ± ± 77 158 ± 52 ± ±
BFS:
± Past tense: was ± ± ± ± ± ± ± 12 1 ± ± ±
± Past tense: was heeft ± ± ± ± ± ± ± 3 ± ± ± ±
2. Restructuring stage
± PP+DP 1 3 1 ± 2 ± ± ± ± ± 1 ±
± PP+is+DP ± ± ± ± ± ± ± 1 ± ± ± ±
± PP+heeft+DP ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± ± 1
3. Target state
± present/past: heeft
± full DP P'sor ± ± 4 ± 13 19 ± ± 9 1 19 17
± pronominal DP ± ± 9 ± 124 131 ± ± 71 14 124 120
± past: had ± ± ± ± 1 ± ± ± 2 ± ± ±
Total 67 93 111 62 150 151 79 182 88 75 146 138
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particular, sticks to the structure of the past tense.
This slows down his acquisition process considerably.
At the end of the data collection, however, HassanK
is able to produce the had-variant in possessive
clauses (but not yet as an auxiliary). Consequently,
one should conclude that the other informants, who
did not display any knowledge of the past tense, were
less troubled by the L1 structure but also lag behind
in that respect.27
To give a clear picture of the acquisition results of
the four Moroccan informants and the effect of our
interpretation of their data, the percentages of have-
realizations before and after data interpretation are
compared in Figure 3.
The display on the left suggests that three out of
four informants use have-constructions in more than
80% of the cases from cycle 2 on. The graph differs
dramatically for HassanK, in particular, because it
clearly shows that the early hebben-constructions
cannot be target constructions if they are followed by
a stage in which was is the past tense of hebben, and
heeft the equivalent of Eend. The same holds for
Fatima: we do not assume that hebben-constructions
are target constructions as long as met and heeft
alternate (until session 14), and as long as hebben is
not used as an auxiliary (until session 26). The two
other informants do not use past tense in possessive
constructions, and use the auxiliary only from session
9 and 10 on. The ®gure on the right seems to provide
a more realistic picture than the one on the left.
Fatima, HassanM and, probably, also Mohamed do
not show any knowledge of how to form the past
tense in possessive clauses in the L2. In short, we may
conclude that, ®nally, target knowledge of the posses-
sive have-clauses in the present tense is attained by
all learners.
HassanK's struggle with the past tense of hebben
raises the question how he solved the problem. Until
session 18, the be-copula was not obligatory in
HassanK's grammar. In other words, he did not
obligatorily project a TP category. From session 19
on, correct have-clauses in the past tense are found.
As soon as be becomes obligatory, he discovers the
relation between is and was, the tense feature and the
projection of TP. Only then, heeft/had can become
the spell-out the [AGR+[T+P]]-complex. So, oblig-
atory presence of the be-copula is the condition for
the right syntactic analysis of the have-copula.28 The
theoretical analysis of copular constructions and the
phenomenon of incorporation described by Benve-
niste, Freeze, Moro and others can also account for
HassanK's acquisition problem.
Conclusions
The ®rst objective of this paper was to describe the
acquisition process. Such a description is given in the
core tables, Tables 3 and 5, classifying the learners'
variants of the eight Turkish and Moroccan learners
of Dutch. In those tables, only the ®rst and the last
variants are similar for both language groups. The
last variant is the target structure and the ®rst
learners' variants consist of two noun phrases of the
type vader winkel (father shop; ``father has a shop'').
All phases in between differ for the Turkish and
Moroccan learners. The fact that the variant emerg-
ing ®rst is identical for both groups of learners is
explained by an incomplete vocabulary: only content
words and some salient, meaningful functional ele-
ments are used. The L1 structure remains hidden
27 Except for Mohamed, who produced a single occurrence of had.
28 Mohamed shows similar behavior: the unique occurrence of had
in session 17 coincides with obligatory realization of the be-
copula (session 18).
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Figure 3. Results on the acquisition of have-constructions produced by four Moroccan learners; left for all realizations of
hebben, right for all occurrences interpreted as target constructions.
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because the order of Possessor and Possessee without
morphological elements cannot reveal any L1 struc-
ture. In this early stage, learners, particularly slow
learners like Mahmut and ErguÈn (see the description
and analysis of the Turkish data) may use chunks in
which the clausal construction is not analyzed and L1
properties are not yet exhibited. The L1 structure
becomes manifest as soon as the chunk is analyzed
(e.g., ErguÈn in (38)) and morphological elements
appear (viz., in the next morpheme realization state).
Then L1 properties emerge for both language groups
before the target structure is attained.
The second objective was to explain the acquisi-
tion process. The analysis of have-clauses as a result
of predicate inversion and incorporation of P0 pro-
vides an important contribution to the understanding
of the Moroccan learners' data, which corroborate
the predicate inversion and incorporation analysis.
The occurrence of the preposition met and the alter-
nating use of heeft and met support this analysis. A
second important piece of evidence for this analysis is
the role the be-copula plays in the acquisition process
of possessive have-clauses. Based on this analysis,
one would expect that heeft is always the result of
incorporation of P0 into the be-copula. Because adult
learners are inclined to use a form like heeft before
they can analyze it, this form may emerge before the
be-copula. In this phase, learners cannot make a past
tense of hebben. As soon as they discover the function
of the TP category for expressing the present tense of
the be-copula, they understand the obligatory char-
acter of the be-copula and only then heeft becomes
the spell-out of [Tense=be+[AGR+P]], and this
necessarily leads to a past tense variant had.
Mohamed showed the same coincidence of obligatory
realization of the be-copula and the ®rst occurrence
of the past tense form had. This relationship can only
be understood if one adopts the predicate inversion
analysis provided by recent linguistic theory.
How to explain that some adult learners in this
project come up with target knowledge and others do
not, or do so much later? We assume, with Schwartz
and Sprouse (1996), that learning an L2 is failure
driven. However, we are more explicit at the follow-
ing points. The environmental input of the L2 is
more restricted for L2 learners than for native chil-
dren acquiring their L1 because L2 learners parse
and interpret the L2 data from an L1 perspective.
This may mean that they cannot get access to triggers
for resetting and, if they can, it is often only after
considerable exposure to L2. We assume that the
gradual development of the vocabulary is a
restricting factor. As most functional elements ±
bound morphemes more than free morphemes ± are
learned much later than content words, much
linguistic information of the L2 input cannot do its
work or only at a much later time. In our view,
saliency plays an important role here. It is not only
the case that salient lexical items are perceived
earlier, but also early L2 learners seem to focus their
attention more on those syntactic positions that
contain crucial information in their L1. A genitive
marker on the possessor is such an element for the
Turkish learners. AGR head is such a position for
the Moroccan learners. In that position, they ®nd
heeft and they take it for the equivalent of Eend.
Much later, they discover that the formal features
associated with these two phonological matrices are
not equivalent and gradually the prepositional
features [7N,7V] are modi®ed in a [P+tense+
agreement] complex. A condition for this change is
that the function of tense for the be-copula has been
discovered so that the locative preposition can suc-
cessfully be incorporated. As the free functional
morpheme of the be-copula is not very salient, this
grammatical information (trigger) can remain hidden
for quite a long time, as, for instance, for Fatima.
The third objective was to provide evidence for the
conservation of non-parameter-related knowledge,
i.e., morphological knowledge and knowledge of
lexical items, more particularly, of their formal
features. A genitive case marked possessor in have-
constructions produced by Turkish learners would be
evidence of a conserved L1 realization rule and a
locative preposition instead of a have-form produced
by Moroccan learners would be evidence as well.
Such forms are found indeed (cf. Tables 3 and 5 for
the form and Tables 4 and 7 for the numbers). These
outcomes corroborate earlier ®ndings in Van de
Craats et al. (2000) on the acquisition of morpho-
logical realization rules in the acquisition of posses-
sive nominal phrases and contradict the claim of
Eubank (1996), Vainikka and Young-Scholten
(1996), and Parodi, Schwartz and Clahsen (1997) that
morphology is not susceptible to transfer. Schwartz
and Sprouse (1996) are not suf®ciently explicit on
this point.
The last point we want to touch upon is the
question how we can explain the fact that the Mor-
occan learners have better results than the Turkish
learners (see Figure 4 below), in spite of the fact that
there was more linguistic knowledge to acquire for
Moroccans (cf. Table 1).
In addition to the difference in percentages, it
should be noted that the number of occurrences of
have-constructions is also higher for Moroccans (see
Table 3). The two best Turkish learners in Figure 4a
do not exceed 80% target structures during the third
cycle, but they attain a 100% correct results in the
last session, while the two best Moroccan learners
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almost have a 100% correct score in cycle 2. There
are several reasons for this ``Turkish delay''. In the
®rst place, the Turkish learners attain target have-
constructions with a pronominal possessor before
they do so for have-constructions with a full DP
possessor (see Table 4, target state). It was argued
that the pronominal possessor provides more reliable
information on its case and, therefore, only pronom-
inal constructions can lead Turkish learners to
change the syntactic position in which the possessor
is base generated (see Table 1). This differentiation
does not play a role for Moroccans. In the second
place, the possessor has to drop its morphological
properties. We already know from the acquisition of
possessive noun phrase that it takes a long time to
``get rid of L1 morphology'' (see Van de Craats et al.
2000). Moroccan learners seem to acquire the pattern
faster because the surface patterns of L1 and L2 look
similar. Possibly, they even consider the P0 Eend-
clitic to be a verbal element (see Caubet's remark
cited in footnote 10), which is a fruitful strategy for
the acquisition of the present tense but does not
necessarily lead to the acquisition of the past tense, as
we saw for HassanK.
An additional and interesting outcome of this
study is that the possessive copula hebben emerged at
a much earlier time (about six months or more) than
hebben as an auxiliary of tense/aspect for all the
learners in this study. This ®nding points to a link
between possessive clauses and clauses with an
auxiliary+past participle construction, as proposed
by Kayne (1993). This seems an interesting perspec-
tive for further L2 acquisition research on tense and
aspect.
By conducting this study on the acquisition of
possessive have-constructions, we think we have
focussed on a relatively new subject in L2 acquisition
research: possessive have-constructions. What is
relatively new as well, is the conclusion that ``conser-
vation'' has a stronger impact than it was often
assumed before. Insights from recent linguistic the-
ories help to show this role (as shown before for the
acquisition of nominal constructions in the possessive
domain).
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